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Good afternoon. My name’s David Megarrity. I’m an associate lecturer at 
QUT’s creative industries faculty, specializing in drama. I’m also a freelance 
artist, creating music, film, theatre and other things.  
 
These interests have merged in the form of the research project I’m going to 
briefly profile for you today.  
 
In 2005 I applied (with my colleague Judith McLean) for a Small Teaching and 
Learning Grant centred on investigating creative collaboration. 
 
I had coordinated a particular second year unit where students were asked to 
devise, in large groups, with the assistance of a tutor/facilitator, an original 
work of theatre.  
 
Devised theatre is one of a few terms used to refer to theatre that is 
collaboratively created, that is, not necessarily written by a playwright, 
directed by a director, etc. Devised Performance is acknowledged as a 
process and form in its own right. Alison Oddey (1994) defines it as “a work 
that has emerged from and been generated by a group of people working in 
collaboration.”  Dymphna Callery (2001) captures the ephemerality that 
characterises this kind of creation:  “There is no definitive method or starting 
point. Each group finds its own way.” 
 
In the past the approach had been (to put it brutally) hire the most experienced tutor/artists 
available, to talk in lectures about how others had addressed the task in the past a bit, then 
close the door and wait for 12 weeks. 
 
Bolton, (1999, p. 235 in Strauss, 2006) has argued that  ‘students are frustrated because 
lecturers do not provide proper guidance, opting instead for the ‘sink or swim learning model’ 
despite research that suggests ‘team –based experiential learning constitutes an effective 
pedagogical strategy only when instructors carefully design and guide the process.’ 
 
So there are two main features of the teaching: teaching the artform-specific 
method of collaboratively devising theatre, and teaching collaboration. 
 
“Collaboration is the process of shared creation: two or more individuals with 
complementary skills interacting to create a shared understanding that none had previously 
possessed or could come to on their own. Collaboration creates a shared meaning about a 
process, a product, or an event…the true medium of collaboration. Real innovation comes 
from this social matrix.” 
(Schrage) 
 
Collaboration, especially in the creative industries, is frequently referred to as 
a desirable working method, but there is less research on how it should be 
managed, let alone taught. 
 
When I was assigned coordination of the unit, as a beginning researcher, and 
junior academic, I was determined to isolate more key concepts about group 
work that transcended the dramatic context, and make this knowledge 
accessible to my students in their practice. 
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I’d also reached a point in my professional practice where it was the 
collaborations themselves, as they stood or fell, that held the most 
significance for me, not the projects they were centered around. 
 
Creative Collaboration: some distinctions  
Dillenbourg (1999, p. 11) voices the concern that, in the cooperative approach 
[my emphasis] group members really work as individuals and then ‘assemble 
the partial results into the final output’. Collaboration,  he contends, means 
that the groups work ‘together’ Littleton and Hakkinen (1999, p.21) argue that 
collaborative activity ‘involves the construction of a solution that could not 
otherwise have been reached.’ The collaborative approach appears, then, to 
demand greater freedom of operation for its members, and, in return, is likely 
to yield more innovative results. 
 
Conceptual collaboration occurs when people work together to devise concepts,  ideas, 
themes,  metaphors, analogies and so-on that frame the overarching goal of the collaboration. 
..It yields insights into fundamental notions of the problem, innovation, or discovery that is the 
focus of the collaboration. 
Conversely, technical collaboration is not unlike the key that fits into the lock. It’s the way 
people physically represent the conceptual aspects of the task at hand. Technical 
collaborations are the attempts to solve the problems the conceptual collaborations identify. 
Schrage, M (1995)  
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I wanted to this research project to capture a particular artistic process, but its 
focus was on the collaboration, not the work it produced. 
Creative collaboration is characterized by a number of factors, including 
”complementarity, tension and emergence. (Meill and Littleton 2004). There 
are features of structure and process in the communicative realm that I aimed 
to capture and identify, but there are more elusive qualities that I wanted the 
research project to investigate. Authentic learning, Connective motivation and 
Intersubjectivity, which Matusov (in Sawyer, 34:2003)  describes as “a 
process of coordination for individual contributions to joint activity rather than 
as a state of agreement”. 
This stuff might sound ‘soft’, dwelling, as it does, in the affective realm, in  a 
process Meill and Littleton (2004) call “the emotional dance of collaboration”. 
I find dancing risky, but enjoyable, and I never know who’s leading. Maybe 
collaboration’s a bit the same. 
 
The Research context,  site and design 
Over the years, we have identified five sure-fire killers of intrinsic motivation 
and creativity: expected reward, expected evaluation, surveillance, time limits, 
and competition 
 (Hennessey in Paulus and Nijstad (183:2003)  
 
This is the environment in which we teach. This is the environment in which 
the research was conducted. Roughly 100 students are broken into tutorial 
groups of 15-20,  in which they collaboratively devise a new performance 
work.  
 
NB: Their assessment is at present an individual, written task based in the identification of 
‘turning points’ in the creative process, and the transformation of these turning points into a 
kind of narrative about their experience of creative collaboration. 
 
I chose to focus on one particular tutorial group for the research. They 
engaged in the same process of devising as all the other students in the unit, 
but the result was not a purely fictional theatrical performance, rather a 
performance of a documentary about the construction of a performance. 
This process was documented and edited into the DVD you’ll see an excerpt 
form shortly which is the research project’s major tangible outcome. 
 
Confused? So were the students, and so was I once I realized the potential 
energy in such a research structure. 
 
[show chapter ‘introduction to the project’] 
 
A] students engage in the authentic task of collaboratively creating a 
performance work. In this case,  it was a show which had a cardboard box as 
its initial stimulus: ‘the cardboard box show’ 
B] students record, and reflect key moments of the collaboration 
C] students re-present key moments of the collaboration 
D] these re-presentations are then organized into a new show which depicts 
the ‘making of’ the cardboard box show. The students titled this ‘the chronicles 
of collaboration’ 
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What I didn’t anticipate fully at the outset of the research was that there was a fifth layer [E], 
probably the most ‘authentic’ task of all which was the collaborative creation of a show about 
a show (!) I’m glad the camera was there. 
 
A significant proportion of the collation, analysis and editing of video data has 
been focused on capturing turning points in the  collaborative creativity as 
identified by the students [within the process] and theorists [without the 
process] and seeking points of congruence and differentiation between the 
two fields. I’ll use this DVD documentary  to ‘frame’ theory relating to 
collaboration while providing ‘real life’ examples of this theory in action. 
 
I will now show you an of excerpt from the completed DVD. The 31 minute DVD (edited down 
from over 28 DVD’s of raw data) consists of a mixture of rehearsal, interview and 
performance footage shot over 13 weeks, presented as case-studies, or stimulus for future 
students of collaboration. The modular approach means it can be used in a number of ways. 
.As you can see from the menu, I’ve organized the findings of the research around a number 
of areas. Some are more concerned with how ideas are transformed into performance by a 
group,  others more specifically on how collaboration functions. 
In the following example, I, as tutor, set the group a task of sequencing a set 
of scenes they’d created for ‘the cardboard box show’ into some sort of order. 
Due to the pressures of time,  I’ll narrate the layers of this exercise as the 
footage proceeds. This section is nominally about ‘communication’ but I think 
there are a number of ways of analyzing this material 
 
12 example of research (4:00) 
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Research confirmed relevance of certain theories, features and behaviours of 
collaboration with an investigation through practice, with examples captured 
and re-presented in a manner suited to stimulate further learning experiences.  
 
Students involved in the research project demonstrated facility with theory and practice that 
their colleagues did not, though it’s worth mentioning that their show was not as aesthetically 
refined as other tutorials who engages in a more straightforward,  non-reflective mode of 
collaborative creation. 
 
Authentic learning:  
Students negotiated the multiple layers of the research project with some 
facility, and, above and beyond their enhanced metacognition of the unit’s key 
concepts,  clearly commented on their authentic learning experience. The 
following student comment is included in the DVD: 
 
Sam: “…You can be the observer of it as well as [participating in it…so you’re 
on two levels anyway. but it’s like how you pay specific attention to how a 
group process is going , as well as what you’re actually doing…. Being in two 
minds and creating a play and creating a play about the creation of a play is 
really good because it’s helped me to identify what I do when I’m creative, and 
how I work an a group environment.” 
 
This project’s complex structure defocused the creative activity, initially, at least from the most 
‘authentic’ moment of all, in my field, which is the theatre curtain raising on a new work you’ve 
created, under the scrutiny of your peers, and put the emphasis firmly on process,  rather 
than product. Authentic learning’s relativity (in that no learning situation can be completely 
situated within or without reality) could perhaps be better addressed  by a less ‘nested’ 
research design, (certainly over a period longer than 12 weeks) perhaps students of the focus 
group could act as spies and observers, using the creative processes of other groups  as 
stimulus,  rather than their own. 
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Areas for further investigation: 
 
I’m fascinated by this area, and  I’m very excited by what we touched on but 
could investigate further, including the methodology of which combines 
performance making and documentary techniques, in the re-presentation of 
student’s perceptions of their own ‘learning narrative’. There are specific areas 
which could bear further investigation: 
 
Connective motivation 
The unit I teach,  the site of this research, involves students exercising self-
determination in a collaborative, creative mode; a phenomenon Meill and 
Littleton (2004:18) describe as ‘connective motivation.. Whereas both intrinsic 
and extrinsic motivation focus on the outcome of the partnership – the energy 
behind reaching a goal or creating a product – connected motivation 
emphasizes the partnership process itself.…in this sense, identity and 
motivation are related: motivation focuses on the connection with the other 
person; it is not limited to the goal.’ 
 
Intersubjectivity 
Is elusive, and hard to definitively capture. I think this research, given its context, touched on, 
but didn’t investigate this delicate aspect of creative collaboration. 
 
 “Intersubjectivity is a secret language – people don’t understand (what’s 
going on in a collaboration) when they’re not a part of it.” (student comment 
from Collaboratory DVD) 
The students problematised collaboration, in relation to other methods of 
work; and importantly, their reflections on their own learning indicated a level 
of metacognition in regard to intersubjectivity,  but this feature could certainly 
be put under the microscope. 
 
Assessment 
Livingstone and Lynch  (2000, p 326 in Strauss) point out that there ‘is a 
relatively small body of research on the impact of team-based learning on 
students, as assessed though their experience or their grade performance’. 
At present, students are assessed individually, the actual performance they 
create being acknowledged only in a single criterion, and they’ve been quite 
vocal about how unsatisfactory they find this. My task as a teacher and 
researcher, is to find ways of legitimately measuring aesthetic process and 
product, and finding a balance between them.  
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This DVD will work within the subject, as it captures elements of craft,  directly 
associated with the unit in which was the site for the research,  but I believe it 
has potential uses outside our particular discipline  (Performance Studies) as 
an case study of how one particular group of people collaborated  creatively 
towards the discovery and articulation of more universal notions. 
 
Noted scientist and cat lover Erwin Schroedinger pointed out that… 
“There is a difference between a shaky or out-of-focus photograph and a 
snapshot of clouds and fog banks” Schrödinger, Erwin (November 1935). 
 
Photographing clouds is an unusual pastime, capturing and framing the 
ephemeral. I think the Collaboratory research project has done this, and I look 
forward to finding out what shapes my students and colleagues percieve here. 
 
David Megarrity, Associate Lecturer, Creative Industries (Performance Studies) 
d.megarrity@qut.edu.au 
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